Keef Winter : Can’t Help It
Black Tower Projects
For the inaugural exhibition at Black Tower Projects, Keef Winter
produces ‘Can’t Help It’, an architectural and aural intervention
informed by the conditions of the project space and its heritage as a
site of production.
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Exhibition:
11th November - 23rd December
Event:
Keef Winter in conversation with Robert Barry
Saturday 16th December 6-9pm
Opening Hours:
Thursday - Saturday 12-6pm or by appointment
Address:
Black Tower
Abbey Trading Estate, Bell Green Lane
London, UK
SE26 5TW

Keef Winter, Special Chair, Black Tower Projects,2017

About Can’t Help It:
‘Can’t Help It’ continues Winter’s exploration of his handyman
aesthetic, a mode of operations that are informed by the extraction,
abstraction and collision of materials and spatial play. Working
with sculpture, installation, sound and performance, Winter produces
abstract apparatus that reference urban dissonance and reflect on
cultish practices. His work seeks to embody, in object and sound, a
state of transformation that is birthed from symbolic and physical
enactments of rupture. In the destruction of a fence or hoarding, a
petrol bomb to a peace wall, a brick to a riot shield, a smashed shop
window in a protest, the surfaces that are the first to be struck are
the elements that form Winter’s material language.
Launching at the opening of the
exhibition, Winter has produced
‘Ergonomics’, a cassette of new work
that takes an approach to producing
music as a sculptor would carve an
object.The record begins and ends
with a hung sheet of steel used as
a reverb plate, conducting sound in
a cyclical fashion, a meditation
on what this material can afford
the listener. Taking cues from his
everyday vernacular; his studio and
the surroundings of Black Tower
Projects, Winter mixes found sounds
of neighbouring workers, distant hums
of helicopters flying overhead and
the noise of his fridge purring at
night. Contributions from a range of
collaborators are peppered throughout,
enriching the project with a dynamism
that remains within the orbit of the
sheet of steel.
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The relationship between music and sculpture is of particular interest
to Winter, with the former generating the production of the latter. In
this sense, the music informs the formal structure of the exhibition.
Responding to the rhythm, tones and emotion of his musical output,
Winter works at materials to create a sculptural iteration of the
Ergonomics project, housed within an architectural intervention that
echoes the idiosyncrasies of Black Tower Projects.
‘Can’t Help It’ incorporates multiple gestures - architectural,
sculptural, musical and performative, in a bid to channel the energy
of the loci. Towards the closing of the show, writer and musician
Robert Barry will join Keef Winter for an in-conversation, drawing upon
techniques of musical improvisation to steer the discussion.
Supported using public funding by Arts Council England

About Keef Winter:
N. Irish artist Keef Winter lives and works in London. Winter studied
architecture at Edinburgh College of Art and a PhD in Philosophy at
Ulster University Belfast. His recent exhibitions include: ‘Can’t Help
It’ (solo) at Black Tower Projects, London 2017; ‘Pre-Fix’, Unofficial
Northern Ireland Pavilion, Sella Del Giardini, Venice; ‘Swimming
with Sharks’ (solo), Galeria Breve, Mexico City 2017; ‘On Becoming
Fluid’, Hardwick Gallery, Cheltenham 2017; ‘Wysing Polyphonic’,
Wysing Arts Centre, Cambridge 2016; ‘Salon Sebastian Monteux’, Glasgow
International 2016; ‘Deep Inside’ (solo), Galeria Breve, Mexico City
2016; FUSO & Carpe Diem, Lisbon (2015); ‘Center Point’ (solo), House of
St. Barnabas, London 2015; ‘Let’s build our own tomb’ (performance),
Matt’s Gallery, London 2015; ‘Neutral’, TULCA Festival of Visual Art,
Galway 2014; ‘London Dust’, Chandelier Projects, London 2014; ‘Stone
Dreams’ ORGY PARK, New York 2014. Upcoming includes a residency at
Sirius Art Centre, Ireland 2018 and ‘Material Matters’ (solo), Galeria
Breve, Mexico City 2018.

About Black Tower:
Black Tower is a not-for-profit project space and artists’ studio
provider. Black Tower invites artists to explore the potential of a
site of production that doubles as an exhibition space. As well as
offering time for experimentation and room to test out ideas, Black
Tower encourages and facilitates collaborative practice. Unfixed,
malleable and transitory, the space can be considered a shared material
to be manipulated by each artist, creating a physical narrative that
intuitively ties the programme together.
Black Tower Projects opened its doors to the public in September 2017
for an evening of screenings and performances by John Smith, Daniel
Jones, Katarina Hruskova, Rachael Finney, Patrick Goddard, Charles
Hayward and Molly Palmer.

About Robert Barry:
Robert Barry is writer and composer from Brighton, England. He has
worked on a variety of musical projects in the past, from a conceptual
60s girl pop group set in a sci fi alternative history, to a book of
Fluxus-inspired text scores. But today he is most commonly found
improvising with motors, electric toothbrushes, and other electrical
devices in the group Far Rainbow with percussionist Emily Mary Barnett.
His second book, The Music of the Future, a history of sonic fictions,
was published by Repeater in March 2017. zerowavemusic.tumblr.com

